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A dream, a vision
an aspiration
S

trategic intent can be considered as
leveraging resources by accelerating
the pace of organisational learning and
trying to attain seemingly impossible
goals. It is determining an end goal
without the resources to attain it available
at present. It is looking beyond the
current capabilities (and limitations)
and forging ahead towards the desired
outcome by compelling organisations to
compete in innovative ways. In order to
achieve one’s strategic intent however,
it is essential that current capabilities are
optimised and the desire to achieve the
vision be fostered among members. This
interpretation of strategic intent is a bold
vision, a cherished aspiration, which with
the appropriate action, can be realised.
In his State of the Nation Adress a
few days ago, the President outlined his
vision for South Africa and rail featured
prominently in his vision. The President’s
vision, when carefully analysed, is after
all a reiteration of what is enshrined in the
National Transport Master Plan (NATMAP)
- to have high speed passenger trains
that connect cities and high density areas
through national corridors by 2050.
I am of the view that with our strong
legislative mandate, coupled with an
enhanced culture of safety compliance
among all the relevant stakeholders, we
can collectively attain this vision.
To drive this bold vision home, the
RSR will be hosting its Annual Rail
Safety Conference (ARSC) 2019 in Cape
Town, under the theme “Collaborating to
Ensure the Future of Railway Safety in
the 4th Industrial Revolution”. Ushering

in National Transport Month, the ARSC
is scheduled to take place from 1–3
October and will play host to a myriad of
rail experts sharing glimpses into the new
era of rail transport prompted by the 4th
Industrial Revolution.
The imperative for an urgent response
to technological advancements presented

by the 4IR is epitomized by issues
such as a rail industry that has ageing
infrastructure and several interoperability
challenges.
With all the cutting-edge technologies
in the market that has the potential to
revolutionise the way we move around our
cities, we need to come together to discuss
how we can use these technologies to
the advantage of public transport. Many
of you will agree that at the moment we
seem to have technologies that are at
odds with one another. Technology has
the potential to transform this industry,
especially given the fact that we seem to
be lagging behind.
Along with all the changes experienced
throughout the country and the industry,
the RSR has experienced its own changes.
As part of our efforts to ensure operational
excellence, the RSR embarked on an
organisational restructuring process
which has recently been concluded. I am
happy to share that our new structure is
designed and capacitated to ensure that
we execute our mandate with diligence
and authority and to better support the
industry and all our stakeholders.
I am excited by where South Africa is
heading and look forward to positively
contributing to making the impossible,
possible. And I hope you are willing to join
me.
Until next time!

Tshepo Kgare

Acting CEO - Railway Safety Regulator

Stakeholder Engagement
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Transport Minister hits the
ground running

											

Keatlegile Malete

W

ith less than a week at the helm of
the transport portfolio, the Minister of
Transport, Mr Fikile Mbalula, experienced
what may be termed a baptism of fire.
This, after a collision between a Transnet
Freight Rail (TFR) tamping machine and
one of the new Passenger Rail Agency
of South Africa (PRASA) trains at the
Eerstefabrieke station in Tshwane. This
collision resulted in minor to moderate
injuries to 64 commuters and two crew
members on the tamping machine.
The Minister leapt into action and
instructed the RSR to prioritise the
investigation to establish what had led to
the occurrence. The RSR heeded the call
and concluded its preliminary investigation

into the occurrence. The Minister released
the findings of the report on 5 June during
a media briefing at the Wolmerton Train
Depot, north of Pretoria.

‘

This collision
resulted in
minor to
moderate injuries
to 64 commuters
and two crew

The report concluded that the incident
occurred when the tamping machine

Photos: www.sanews.gov.za

failed and subsequently lost its braking
capability near the Greenview station,
causing the tamping machine to run-away
to the Eerstefabrieke station. This resulted
in the tamping machine colliding with the
PRASA train, which was stationary at the
Eerstefabrieke station.
Since the section between the
Eerstefabrieke and Pienaarspoort stations
was being operated under pilot working
the PRASA train was stationary at the
time of the collision. Pilot working is a
method of train working that necessitates
that a pilot is responsible for controlling
trains between a section and, therefore,
only one train is permitted in the section
at any given time.
The report indicated that pilot working
has been in place in the section for
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approximately two years due to the
defunct signalling system between
the Eerstefabrieke and Pienaarspoort
stations.
Furthermore, communication between
the crew of the tamping machine and
the Centralised Train Control (CTC)
centre failed. The report also noted

Prelim findings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

that the signaling system between the
Eerstefabrieke and Pienaarspoort stations
has not been functional for approximately
two years. “This is a matter of serious
concern due to the heightened risk of
manual authorisation,” said Minister
Mbalula, who further called on the RSR to
ensure strict adherence to safety protocols
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and to hold operators accountable for
conduct that undermines such protocols
and standards.
The Minister expressed serious
concern at the finding that indicates
that commuters interfered with the safe
operation of the train by activating the
Passenger Emergency Alarm (PEA) when
the driver attempted to move the train
backwards in order to avoid the collision.
The findings suggest that the passengers
ignored the driver’s instruction to evacuate
the train, resulting in injuries that could
have been avoided.
In his meeting with Chairpersons and
CEO’s of transport entities on 11 June,
the Minister implored the organisational
leaders to inculcate an ethos of Khawuleza
in their service delivery models.
This dovetails with the RSR’s value of
Speed of Execution.
Accentuating
his
seriousness
to inculcate a culture of collective
responsibility in as far as rail safety
is concerned, the Minister took a train
ride on Cape Town’s notorious central
line - from Khayelitsha to Langa. The
trip served to create a communication
platform between the Minister and rail
commuters and an opportunity to “walk a
mile in their shoes”.
The Minister’s actions clearly indicate
that safer railways are high on his agenda.

The TFR tamping machine collided with the stationary PRASA train at the Eerstefabrieke station.
The tamping machine failed at the Greenview station and lost its braking capability, causing it to run-away to the
Eerstefabrieke station where it collided with the stationary PRASA train.
The TFR pilot on the tamper attempted to contact the Pretoria North CTC without success.
The PRASA train crew reported that they attempted to move the train backwards, however, the passengers responded
by activating the PEA handles which applies the brakes and cannot be deactivated from the cab when the train is
stationary.
The driver instructed the passengers via the public address system to evacuate the train due to the ensuing danger,
however, the passengers refused and most remained onboard.
The PRASA train’s crew and the pilot attempted to evacuate the passengers for a second time, however, the tamping
machine collided with the stationary train before all the passengers could vacate the train.
The collision resulted in injuries to the two crew members of the tamping machine and 64 passengers. The front of the
PRASA train’s leading coach and the rear of the tamping machine were damaged.
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Minister of Transport, Mr Fikile Mbalula, visiting the RSR exhibition stand
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Rail event takes center
stage once again
Keatlegile Malete
Speaking at this year’s instalment of the
Africa Rail Conference and Exhibition held
on 19-21 June, the Minister of Transport,
Mr Fikile Mbalula, did not mince his words
when he spoke on the importance of rail
and its regional integration to improve
the economy. “Today’s fast-growing
economies across the continent are
upgrading colonial rail infrastructure and
investing heavily in technologies and
infrastructure of the future to support
improved regional trade and rapid transit
both within their borders and across
national borders,” said the Minister in his
opening.
Focusing his speech on economic
growth through exploiting available

rail opportunities, Minister Mbalula
emphasised that most countries are
responding positively by ensuring that
ambitious rail projects are planned and
implemented to meet requirements of
growth. “In sustaining our passenger rail
system alongside the implementation of the
Rolling Stock Fleet Renewal Programme,
the largest rolling stock procurement
programme on the continent, we have to
make hard choices. Such choices include
specific actions to optimise the existing
rail network and rail system to improve
the quality of the existing rail system and
increase rail commuting,” asserted the
Minister.
Zooming into safety, the Minister
indicated that rail safety remains a critical
element of any railway operation. He

mentioned that the RSR continues to raise
the bar in improving safety and security
in South African railways and in SADC
through involvement in the Southern
African Railways Association (SARA). “It is
with a great sense of pride that I announce
that through SARA, we have harmonised
nine rail standards that were adopted by
the SADC Standards Authority. These
standards assist in providing safety
management requirements for safe railway
operations and enhancing interoperability
across the region,” he said.
The Minister concluded by wishing all
delegates well at the conference, with
hope that the deliberations will result in
sustainable partnerships that will change
the face of rail on the continent.

Stakeholder Engagement
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It takes a village to inculcate
a culture of safety

RSR with the stakeholders that took part in the safety campaign 			

Keatlegile Malete

A

s the adage goes “no one can
whistle a symphony, it takes a whole
orchestra to play it”. The RSR is similarly
cognisant of the fact that it cannot tackle
rail safety alone. The attainment of a safe
rail environment can only be realised
through collaboration and commitment
from various stakeholders interested in
and affected by rail.
Against this rationale, over the last
week, the RSR embarked on a marathon
of safety awareness campaigns in
Mpumalanga, enjoying unparalleled
support from the Mpumalanga Road
Safety Department, Transnet Freight Rail
(TFR), local taxi associations and the
South African Police Service.
On 25 June the multi-stakeholder team
visited the Witbank Level Crossing in
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Emalahleni, one of the busiest crossings
in the province. On the day, both
motorists and pedestrians were engaged
on rail safety messages with the intent to
create awareness of unsafe actions and
to change behaviour. The second part of
the campaign focused on the Buffelshoek
and Rolle Level Crossings on 28 June.
Commenting on the RSR’s Facebook
page, one Reginald WakaMhlongo
commended the team on a job well done,
indicating that during the Easter holidays
someone ignored the signals and crossed
the rail line only to have the train approach
in a short while.
To address the general disregard for
rail-road signals and rules, the RSR is
determined to intensify its collaborations
with various stakeholders to continue
inculcating a culture of safety among
motorists and communities.

Human Factors
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To err is human

Human error ever-present in rail occurrences

								
Keatlegile Malete

M

ore often than not, when the RSR
conducts occurrence investigations,
human error surfaces in the findings. As
a direct result of these recurrences, the
RSR resolved to prioritise Human Factors
Management (HFM) with the view to
address the industry on human factors.
As part of the Regulator’s endeavours,
Mr Moses Shaba, the Technical Specialist
responsible for HFM facilitated a
roundtable discussion at this year’s
Africa Rail Conference and Exhibition
that attracted delegates from across
the globe. The topic of the discussion,
“Human Factors as the Leading Cause
of Railway Occurrences”, focused on the
following aspects:
• Why many railway occurrences are
attributed to human factors?

•

What instruments are commonly used
by the railway industry worldwide for
the management of human factors?

Source: http://josecurtiss.blogspot.com
•

What does the railway industry
require to effectively manage
human factors elements?
Mr Shaba acknowledged that the
railway industry worldwide requires
the human element in train operations.
People are required to operate, monitor
and maintain railway equipment and
systems for the safe movement of trains.
“A human being is prone to errors,
hence the saying to err is human,”
said Mr Shaba, who went on to explain
that humans get fatigued, distracted,
lose attention and commonly do not
deliberately make mistakes which cause
incidents and accidents.
According to Mr Shaba, human error
should not be regarded as a “cause” of
an occurrence, but rather as a starting
point of an investigation into the human
factors underlying the error.

Human Factors
Human factors as the primary element
in railway occurrences have been
recognised worldwide by government and
industry. There is much to suggest that the
effective exploitation of human factors can
be described as the last frontier in railway
occurrence prevention.
“In the South African railway industry,
58% of all operational railway occurrences
are attributed to human factors,” said Mr
Shaba, who gave a detailed breakdown of
the statistics.
Human factors-related occurrences
remain a great concern worldwide.
Greater effort is required to ensure that it
is afforded the attention it deserves.
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Human factors contribution to rail occurrences:
24% - Negligence
10% - Lack of supervision
8% - Lack of or vague safety critical communication
6% - Lack of or inadequate training
6% - Naughty commuters/public
3% - Non-adherence to train working rules
1% - Poor train handling

Regulator hosts workshop on Human Factors with operators
The RSR hosted a Human Factors
workshop from 24-27 June at its Head
Office in Centurion, Pretoria. The
workshop was divided into two audience
groups i.e. the Transnet group on 24th25th and the PRASA group on 26th-27th
respectively, and focused on the following
objectives:
•

To present the Human Factors
Management Capacity Building
document which has been developed
for the SA railway industry;

•

To highlight the content and
applications of the three frameworks
(competency management, vacancy

management, and workload planning
and management); and
•

To increase awareness about effective
management
of
competence,
vacancy and workload for employees
performing safety critical grades and
safety related functions.

During the workshop, the RSR team
indicated that the HFM Capacity Building
document provides industry accepted
best practices in rail transport systems as
found from the referenced legislation and
regulations, applicable standards, and
relevant scientific research articles which
were reviewed.

“The HFM Frameworks allows for
the operators to effectively manage
competencies, vacancies, and workload
planning for employees performing
safety critical grades and safety related
functions. Each Framework provides
a broad overview of the principles and
factors which operators should consider
for effective management of human
factors requirements in competencies,
vacancies and workload planning,” said
Mr Moses Shaba. Together with other
inspectors, Kebaabetswe Tlhoaele and
Valeree Mathumbu, presentations on
different aspects of the HFM Capacity
Building document were made.

Conference
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Annual Rail Safety
Conference looming
T

he Annual Rail Safety Conference
(ARSC) & Exhibition, hosted by the
Railway Safety Regulator (RSR), provides
a platform where industry stakeholders can
come together to exchange experiences,
solutions and lessons for improving
railway safety. The ARSC continues to be
a conducive forum for rail stakeholders to
engage and collaborate on endeavours
that will create safe, efficient and reliable
solutions to address the emerging risks
within the South African railway industry
and beyond.
Hosted under the theme “Collaborating
to ensure the future of railway safety
in the 4th Industrial Revolution,” this
year’s conference will be held in the
Western Cape from 1-3 October 2019
and will coincide with the annual launch
of the State of Safety Report published by
the RSR. This is intended to channel the

discussions to subsequently address the
following risks, inter alia:
• People Safety;
• Asset Safety and Reliability;
• System Safety and Assurance; and
• Network Security.
Why should I attend the ARSC?
An opportunity to connect and
network with domestic and
international industry stakeholders;
• An opportunity to compare notes
and share best practise on local and
international rail solutions;
• Exhibitions from various service
providers within the rail industry;
• A glimpse into the RSR’s vision on
rail safety, and how you can be part
of the vision;
• Learn how to introduce and
incorporate elements on the 4th
•

•

Industrial Revolution in an industry
with relatively old infrastructure; and
An opportunity to have your voice
heard and help shape the future you
want to be part of.

How do I register to attend the
Conference?
The ARSC 2019 will bring together
industry experts and stakeholders from
across the rail spectrum. To showcase
your services, expertise and products to
the rail safety professionals and decision
makers or to register as a delegate, kindly
download the RSR App on the Play Store
or App Store, register on the App and
await confirmation on your mobile device.
Alternatively, you can send an e-mail to
events@rsr.org.za with your details and
an RSR official will gladly contact you.

Stakeholder Engagement
CONFERENCE PRICING
R8 000.00 - Conference fee per delegate
R6 000.00 - Early bird fee per delegate
(no later than 31 August 2019)
SPONSORSHIP OPTIONS
Below are the sponsorships packages
available for consideration. Kindly select
the package that your organisation will
be interested in sponsoring and contact
the RSR conference planning organising
committee.
1. PLATINUM SPONSOR: R350 000.00
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exclusivity - only one platinum
sponsor
Co-Branding on all conference
marketing material
Co-branding on conference bags and
lanyards
Co-branding on onsite branding
material
Prominent branding on conference
literature (booklet and programme)
Acknowledgement as platinum
sponsor in press releases, website
and conference App
2 x 9m2 Exhibition space at the
entrance to the exhibition valued at
R24 000.00
Address by company representative
at the exhibition opening session
10 x complimentary registrations to
the conference, valued at R80 000.00
Access to a complete electronic
database of delegates after event
Presentation slot at the conference as
a Session Sponsor

•
•
•

Extensive networking opportunities
Acknowledgement as Wi-Fi Sponsor
Organisation’s name to be used as
Wi-Fi password

2. GOLD SPONSOR: R200 000.00
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exclusivity – only one Gold sponsor
Prominent Branding on conference
literature (booklet and programme)
Acknowledgement as the Gold
sponsor in press releases, website
and conference App
1 x 9m2 exhibition space valued at R
12 000.00
8 x complimentary registration to
conference valued at
R 64 000.00
Access to a complete electronic
database of delegates after event
Company brochure/insert in the
workshop delegates bags
Extensive networking opportunities
Presentation slot at the conference
as a Session Sponsor

R8 000.00 -

Conference fee per
delegate

R6 000.00 - Early bird
fee per delegate (no
later than 31 August
2019)
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3. SILVER SPONSORS: R100 000.00
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prominent Branding on conference
literature (booklet and programme)
1x9m2 exhibition stand valued at R 12
000.00
4 x complimentary registrations to
conference valued at R32 000.00
Acknowledged as the silver sponsor
in press releases, website and the
conference App
Presentation slot at the conference as
a Session Sponsor
Access to a complete electronic
database of delegates after event
Extensive networking opportunities

4. BRONZE SPONSOR: R50 000.00
•

Prominent Branding on conference
literature (booklet and programme
• Acknowledged as the bronze sponsor
in press releases, website and
conference App
• Access to a complete electronic
database of delegates after event
• 1 x 9m2 exhibition stand valued at
R12 000.00
• 2 x complimentary Registration to the
workshop valued at R 16 000.00
An exhibition will run concurrently with the
ARSC 2019. This is an ideal opportunity
for companies to showcase their latest
technology, brands, products and
services. In keeping with the theme of the
conference, exhibitors are encouraged to
consider incorporating digital elements
into their exhibition stands.

Conference
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EXHIBITION COSTS
9M2 FULL SHELL SCHEME
STAND – R12 000 00
FULL SHELL SCHEME
PACKAGE:
•

•
•

A 3m x 3m carpeted exhibition
space
Two exhibitor registrations per
9m2 booth purchased
One plug power point
Two spot lights

•

Table and two chairs

•

GOLF SPONSORSHIPS
MAIN GOLF DAY SPONSOR –
R150 000
• Acknowledgement as core sponsor
for the day
• Speaking opportunity at prize-giving
dinner
• Banners at the clubhouse, at a hole
of choice, prize-giving dinner venue
(based on available holes)
• Logo on programme
• Co-branding on golf shirts and caps
• 2x Four Balls
• Sponsorship includes
• Players’ green fees
• 4x Golf carts

•
•
•
•

• Welcome snacks, halfway house
meal and prize-giving dinner.
• Each player will receive a gift
hamper.
Networking
Prize-giving dinner
Acknowledgement in welcome
address
First choice on the next Golf Event
packages

WATERING HOLE SPONSORSHIP –
R60 000
•
•

3x Banners at the clubhouse
4x Banners at watering hole of
choice

•
•
•

•
•

Logo and acknowledgement as
watering hole sponsor on APP
1x Four Balls
Sponsorship includes
• Players’ green fees
• 2x Golf carts
• Welcome snacks, halfway house
meal and prize giving dinner.
• Each player will receive a gift
hamper.
Networking
Acknowledgement welcome address

Vacancies

Vacancies

RE- ADVERTISEMENT
SYSTEMS DEVELOPER
CENTRE: HEAD OFFICE CENTURION
Requirement: A National Diploma in Computer Science/Information Technology or Information Management Systems.
Experience: Minimum of six years of relevant experience in Systems/Software Development or Engineering in the
field of Information Management/Monitoring Systems. Experience in systems networking, data processing, relational
databases and structure, mobile and web development, report generation and end-user support.Experience in SQL
database design, JavaScript, .Net, UML, HTML, and API’s Web Systemming skills, cross-browser compatibility, Web
User Interface Design (UI), Security Principles, Object-Oriented Design, Web Services (REST/SOAP) and Multimedia
Content Development.Experience in SITA frameworks and prescripts relating to systems development, databases, web
applications and Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC).Prior experience in development of NIMS or an equivalent
ERP system is an added advantage.
Duties: Design, debug/repair, code, test and implement application systems. Develop and maintain application software;
create and update applicable documentation. Provide user training, technical support and ensure stability of application
systems. Compile documentation as required by the SDLC.

INFORMATION COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY (ICT) TECHNICIAN
CENTRE: GAUTENG REGIONAL OFFICE
Requirement: A minimum qualification of a National Diploma in Computer Science/Information Technology or a related
field and ITIL certification. Any ICT related professional certificate is an added advantage.
Experience: Minimum of five years’ experience in Information Communication Technology (ICT) and network support.
Competencies: Knowledge of firewalls, IP Change and TCP/IP. Knowledge of IT systems, networks, hardware and
software. A sound knowledge base of Microsoft. Knowledge of ICT related policies and procedures.
Duties: Ensuring firewall integrity through Information Security Management. Ensuring that servers and workstations
are configured according to best practice. Console of Antivirus System, Console of Mail Security System and Console of
Bandwidth Management System are updated to best practice. Installing patches and upgrades according to the installed
software. Providing helpdesk support services, on-the-job training and advice. Monitoring network communication.

CLOSING DATE 05 July 2019. Interested applicants are invited to send their detailed CVs, cover letter and certified

qualifications to the following email address: Recruit@rsr.org.za. Enquiries can be directed to Ms Noluthando Fokwana
Tel. 012 848 3105
Applicants MUST indicate the position they are applying for as the subject on the e-mail. Applications which do not
comply with the abovementioned requirements, as well as those received late will not be considered.
RSR reserves the right to do vetting of references, credentials, criminal record (where applicable) and work experience
of any position. Note: Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted. Should you not hear from us after 30 days consider
your application as unsuccessful. RSR is an equal opportunity employer and all appointments will be made in
accordance with the RSR’s Employment Equity Plan.
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Talk to us

Tell us what you think of On Track News. We also welcome suggestions
for articles and contributions. Send your articles, photographs, comments,
compliments and suggestions to Mr Siphiwe Luthango at comms@rsr.org.za.

Rail_Safety |

Railway Safety Regulator
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‘

Send us your
articles

Submit articles & photographs to
Mr Siphiwe Luthango at comms@rsr.org.za
For enquiries phone: 012-848-3135

Articles for the 1 5 t h edition should be
submitted no later than 15 August 2019
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